Labor wastewater lines shall be separate from domestic sewage and a sampling port on the lab waste line shall be installed in an easily accessible location outside the building.

**NOTES:**

1. The sampling port shall be installed with proper access at a location where all building lab wastes are discharged, before the lab waste line connects to the domestic waste line.

2. The sampling port shall be designed so that it is perpendicular to the lab waste line, has a minimum 8-inch diameter, as verified with Stanford Environmental Quality staff. Sampling port shall have a screw-top cap with a handle and is protected by a Christie box.

3. The sampling port should not be located in an area where water from irrigation or flow from stormwater runoff can accumulate.

4. Sample port shall be installed on a gravity labwaste discharge line. Top of cap shall be above overflow and above grade. Proper access shall be provided.

5. Refer to UPC and the Stanford FSG and applicable standards for detail pipe and installation specifications. Designer shall specify maximum slope.

6. Include a 1-1/2" to 2 inch eyebolt nearby for easy lock-up of sampling equipment.

7. Contact the Environmental Quality staff at 650-725-7864 or 723-9747 with any questions or comments.

8. The maximum depth of the sample port is 22 feet BGS.